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Market e�ciency



Private market

Private market solution is where supply QS (marginal
private cost) equals demand QD (marginal private
bene�t):

P = 10+ 0.075QS
P = 42− 0.125QD
QS = QD
P = $22
Q = 160



Private market is optimal

Private market outcome maximizes the sum of:

. Consumer surplus

. Producer surplus

All trades that can take place, do:

. Trades where price is less than what consumers are
willing to pay

. Trades where price is more than the revenue to the
�rm



Private market solution



Public good

Public goods are:

. Not excludable

. Not rival

Defense services, clean air, clean water, biodiversity



Solution to public goods problem

Government provides public goods

Decides on this using bene�t-cost analysis

Example: biodiversity of species



Endangered species

Using bene�t-cost analysis, choose only one of these
endangered species to save:

1. Amur leopard
2. Black rhino
3. Orangutan
4. Cross river gorilla
5. Hawksbill turtle
6. Malayan tiger
7. Saola



Commons

Commons are resources from which you cannot be
excluded but the resource is rival

Basic idea: cannot stop people accessing a depletable
resource, so they will over-use it... so it depletes faster

Use it before someone else does!

For video, click on: Sheep-grazing kills land fertility

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WYA1y405JW0


Principles for managing a Commons

1. De�ne clear group boundaries
2. Match rules governing use of common goods to local
needs and conditions

3. Ensure those a�ected by the rules can participate in
modifying the rules

4. Make sure rule-making rights of community members are
respected by outside authorities

5. Develop a system, carried out by community members,
for monitoring members’ behavior

6. Use graduated sanctions for rule violators
7. Provide accessible, low-cost means for dispute resolution
8. Build responsibility for governance in nested tiers from
lowest level up to entire interconnected system



Goods and their problems?

Type of good Excludable Rival Social Problem

Private X X ?

Public No No Under-provision
+ hard to decide

Commons No X Over-use
+ hard to manage



Climate change problem

Not really a problem of:

. Public goods

. Tragedy of commons

Instead a problem of:

. Private market that does not work properly



Market failure

Private markets only maximize economic outcomes if:

1. market is competitive
2. consumers have full information
3. all economic costs are counted

These 3 assumptions are very unlikely



Negative Externalities



Huge market failure

Greenhouse gas emissions cause changes in the earth’s
climate:

/ Hotter / Wetter / Crazier

GHGs are waste products

Producers and consumers do not pay for the resources
to properly dispose of this waste

This waste is a negative externality from economic
output



Many other market failures

. Imperfections in capital/risk markets (to buy and
sell carbon emissions over time)

. Failures in R&D investments

. Network externalities: coordination failures

. Information externalities: how do we know what
damage we are doing?

. Co-bene�ts (other environmental e�ects of energy
production)



Negative externalities

A negative externality is a spillover e�ect associated
with production or consumption that extends to a third
party outside the market

Externalities caused by either production or
consumption (same thing)

Negative externalities mean that the private market
produces too much of a good

If we had to pay for the damage, we would buy less of
the good



Problem of private goods

If there are negative externalities from a private good,
there is a big social problem

Type of good Excludable Rival Social Problem
Private X X Over-production
Public No No Under-provision
Commons No X Over-use



Calculating market failure

Market example:

. Supply is the marginal private cost (MPC)

. Demand is the marginal private bene�t (MPB)

Production generates a Marginal External Cost (MEC)

True cost is Marginal Social Cost (MSC)

MSC = MPC + MEC



Social E�ciency



Social e�ciency

Prior example:

MPC =10+0.075QS and MPB = 42− 0.125QD
QM = 160 and PM = $22

MEC = 0.05Q
MSC = MPC +MEC
MSC = 10+ 0.075Q+ 0.05Q
MSC = 10+ 0.125Q

42− 0.125Q = 10+ 0.125Q

Q∗ = 128 and P∗ = $26



What is the social gain?

From QM = 160 to Q∗ = 128:

. Loss: Companies and consumers lose PS+ CS for
each unit of Q reduced

. Gain: Society gains accumulated reduction in MEC
for each unit of Q reduced

Compare gains and losses



Measuring social outcomes



Measuring society’s net gain



Solutions for Market Failure



Attaining social solution

Three ways to get social optimum:

1. Government tells producers/consumers to
make/buy less

2. Tax producers/consumers so they buy/make less
3. Give producers/consumers ownership over external
impacts



Tell producers/consumers to make/buy less

Non-economist: command and control them

Command and control:

. which inputs to use

. how much output to produce

. how to produce output (rules on technology)

Examples of technology standards:

. Fuel standards

. Banning some types of light bulb

. Energy labels



Command and control problems

Government does not have information on:

. which inputs �rms are using

. how much output �rms are producing

. how �rms produce that output (technology)

Government has to command all �rms:

. but it does not know what will happen to each �rm

. behavior of each �rm may vary

Problem is worse as economy evolves over time



How to command and control?

. Provide information to consumers (e.g. energy
e�ciency)

. Make target speci�c or narrow

. Tell existing �rms that these commands are:
. Easy to follow
. Going to mean new �rms cannot out-innovate you
. Going to give you economic rent (if controls get
stricter over time)

. Better than a tax, which requires higher payments
from you



Tell producers/consumers to make/buy less

Economist A.C. Pigou: impose a tax

. Make sure consumers/producers work o� MSC or
MPB curves

. Collect tax revenue; use revenue to remedy negative
externalities

Call this "negative-externality-solving tax" a "Pigovian
tax"



Optimal amount of Pigovian tax



Assign ownership of external impacts

Economist Ronald Coase: assign property rights

. Property rights are "valid claims to a good or
resource that permit use and transfer of ownership"

. It is often unclear who has property rights over the
environment

. The absence of rights is the issue, not who owns the
environment



Coase Theorem

Coase Theorem: Assignment of property rights over any
resource will allow bargaining between parties such that
an e�cient solution results, regardless of who holds
rights



Bargain between which parties?

Producers make π from selling output

Local residents are hurt MEC from output (e.g. output
causes climate change damage)

. Local residents are willing to pay �rms for each unit
of Q not produced
They will pay up to the negative e�ect (MEC)

. Firms are willing to accept payment not to produce Q
They will accept payment if > marginal pro�t (Mπ)



Bargaining begins

Local residents will pay �rm as long as MEC> Mπ

In private market: MEC> Mπ

So local residents start paying ⇒Q goes down

Q will fall until MEC= Mπ

That Q is the socially optimal Q

Solution is the same if local residents own rights
(income distribution is di�erent)



Coase Theorem in action



Coase Theorem in action



Coase Theorem in action



Coase theorem assumptions

,

. Problem; negative externalities

. Really a problem of property rights

. Assign property rights

. Bargain to get to socially e�cient solution

/

. Who are the bargainers?

. Can they come to an agreement?



Bargaining costs

Bargaining costs money

Transactions costs involve:

. identifying damage

. agreeing on damage

. negotiating settlement

. enforcing payment

Plus, big perverse incentive e�ect

High transactions costs mean Coase Theorem does not
work well for climate change



Any Questions?
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